
LET YOUR CAREER AMBITIONS TAKE YOU TO:
HARRIS CORPORATION

AND
DALLAS, TEXAS

DALLAS, TEXAS is a city with a multitude of opportunities for every individual whatever 
their desires and is the third most popular city in the United States for relocation pur
poses. DALLAS has a unique lifestyle and is definitely a dynamic place to live ... you 
won't wont to leave once you arrive!

HARRIS offers you the opportunity for personal growth and career advancement in the 
realization of your career objectives. Entry level positions ore available in the following 
areas:

ASSOCIATE SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER
Possess a MSCS or BSCS degree with the ability to design, code, document and test 
specific software components. Areas of application include operating systems, lan
guage processors, data entry systems, interactive and botch communication systems. 
Interfaces with personnel in Engineering and Marketing Support.

DESIGN ENGINEER
Will hove a MSEE or BSEE degree with the ability to work on logic designs of specific 
system components and equipment. Areas of involvement will be with digital logic 
design including design with microprocessors, peripheral interface design and micro
coding on remote botch and interactive terminals and distributed data processing sys
tems. Must be able to interface with personnel in Manufacturing, Field Engineering and 
Product Management.

HARRIS offers competitive storting salaries, plus on excellent benefit package including 
tuition assistance up to 100% in some situations. DALLAS boasts 5 major universities for 
the completion of your formal education.

Join HARRIS in DALLAS for that refreshing lifestyle only a city like "BIG D" con offer. Be
come a port of the phenomenal growth of both DALLAS and HARRIS and you will reap 
the rewords of your first career step into the world of data processing.

We will be interviewing on your campus on:

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 27
For further information and to sign up on the HARRIS Schedule, please contact the Stu
dent Placement Office.
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